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Abstract: This is a pedagogical introduction to the AdS/CFT correspondence, based on lectures delivered by the author at the third IDPASC school. Starting with the conceptual basis of the holographic dualities, the subject is developed emphasizing some concrete topics, which are discussed in detail.

The AdS/CFT correspondence is closely related to another duality conjectured by Igor Klebanov and Alexander Markovich Polyakov in 2002. This duality states that certain "higher spin gauge theories" on anti-de Sitter space are equivalent to conformal field theories with O(n) symmetry. Here the theory in the bulk is a type of gauge theory.

The AdS/CFT correspondence is one of the most exciting discoveries in theoretical physics of the past 20 years, providing a framework in which it is possible to study strongly coupled field theories using weakly coupled gravity, and at the same time yielding a non-perturbative definition of quantum gravity in anti-de Sitter space.

Introduction to the AdS/CFT correspondence

Quantum aspects of gauge theories, supersymmetry and unification proceedings introduction to the AdS/CFT correspondence Igor R. Klebanov Joseph Henry Laboratories

Introduction to the AdS/CFT correspondence

To derive the AdS/CFT correspondence, one starts with a stack of D3-branes. This has a description both in...
terms of open and closed strings. Next, one takes a suitable low-energy limit of the system, which involves taking $l_s \to 0$. The open string description reduces to super Yang-Mills theory, whereas the closed string description reduces to string theory on $\text{AdS}_5 \times S^5$.

Thus, the AdS/CFT duality arises.

**Abstract:** This is an introductory review of the AdS/CFT correspondence and of the ideas that led to its formulation. We show how comparison of stacks of D3-branes with corresponding supergravity solutions leads to dualities between conformal large $n$ gauge theories in 4 dimensions and string backgrounds of the form $\text{AdS}_5 \times S^5$ where $S^5$ is an Einstein manifold.

**Introduction to the AdS/CFT Correspondence**

This talk gives a brief introduction to the AdS/CFT correspondence, describe some tests, and mention some recent developments. Invited talk at SUSY’02, DESY, Hamburg, June 17-23, 2002. 1 Introduction The AdS/CFT correspondence is one of the most significant results that string theory has produced.
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**Introduction to the AdS/CFT Correspondence: Physics Today**

The anti-de Sitter/conformal field theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence, also known as holographic duality, is a conjectured relation between quantum field theory and a higher-dimensional gravity theory. It was proposed in 1997 by Juan Maldacena in the context of string theory.

**Introduction to the AdS/CFT Correspondence: Năstase**

Providing a pedagogical introduction to the rapidly developing field of AdS/CFT
correspondence, this is one of the first texts to provide an accessible introduction to all the necessary concepts needed to engage with the methods, tools and applications of ads/cft.

**A brief introduction to the ads/cft conjecture** sitter (ads d) spacetime ads/cft correspondence! it is a conjectured mapping between two (apparently) completely different theories: holographic in nature (cft lives at the boundary of ads) it is a powerful correspondence (strong-weak duality). can extend to situations &ne; cfts (gauge/gravity correspondence).

**TASI lectures: introduction to the ads/cft correspondence** this is an introductory review of the ads/cft correspondence and of the ideas that led to its formulation. we show how comparison of stacks of d3-branes with corresponding supergravity solutions leads to dualities between conformal large n gauge theories in 4 dimensions and string backgrounds of the form ads_5 \times x_5.

**Introduction to the ads/cft correspondence** ads/cft correspondence: ads geometry (cont.) a closely related set of coordinates are ~x and r = r_2 = z, in which ds^2 = r_2 dr_2 + r_2 d~x^2: r is often called the radial coordinate of the ads. here r_1 is the boundary of ads, and r_0 can be thought of as a horizon. note that both are in nitely distant from any nite r.

**Introduction to the ads/cft correspondence | Springerlink** this is a pedagogical introduction to the ads/cft correspondence. starting with the conceptual basis of the holographic dualities, the subject is developed emphasizing some concrete topics, which are discussed in detail. a very brief introduction to string theory is provided, containing the minimal ingredients to understand the origin of the

**Introduction to the ads/cft correspondence** introduction to the ads/cft correspondence maria dimou september 2010 abstract this is a thesis of the quantum fields and fundamental forces msc at imperial college london, introducing the ads/cft correspondence, focused on the duality between n= 4, d = 4 superconformal yang mills theory and string theory on an ads_5 \times s5 background.

**Introduction to the ads/cft correspondence by horaňstase** horaňstase's very readable introduction to the ads/cft
correspondence is such a book. written by a well-known expert on the ads/cft correspondence and its applications, the book is intended for graduate students and researchers who want to be acquainted with the new holographic techniques. many details presented by năstase are not available in existing books.

**introduction to the ads/cft correspondence**  
Horațiu Năstase's very readable introduction to the ads/cft correspondence is such a book. written by a well-known expert on the ads/cft correspondence and its applications, the book is intended for graduate students and researchers who want to be acquainted with the new holographic techniques. many details presented by năstase are not available in existing books.

**an introduction to ads/cft correspondence**  
we give a brief introduction to the ads/cft correspondence and its application to qcd physics, especially its application in the study of quark-gluon-plasma (qgp) formed in the relativistic heavy ion collision (rhic). this review is based on the talks given in several schools and programs for the phenomenologists working on nuclear physics and

**introduction to the ads/cft correspondence - nasa/ads**  
preface; introduction; part i. background: 1. elements of quantum field theory and gauge theory; 2. basics of general relativity. anti-de sitter space; 3. basics of supersymmetry; 4. basics of supergravity; 5. kaluza-klein dimensional reduction; 6. black holes and p-branes; 7. string theory actions and spectra; 8. elements of conformal field theory; 9. d-branes; part ii. basics of ads/cft for

**introduction to the ads/cft correspondence**  
providing a pedagogical introduction to the rapidly developing field of ads/cft correspondence, this is one of the first texts to provide an accessible introduction to all the necessary concepts needed to engage with the methods, tools and applications of ads/cft. without assuming anything beyond an introductory course in quantum field theory, it begins by guiding the reader through the basic
**Introduction to the ADS/CFT Correspondence**, Horatiu Nastase

First, a disclaimer. Horatiu Nastase was my PhD advisor, and is a very good friend, so this review may not be utterly impartial, but I must also say that I've tried to be extremely neutral.

*(pdf) TASI Lectures: Introduction to the ADS/CFT* This is an introductory review of the ADS/CFT correspondence and of the ideas that led to its formulation. We show how comparison of stacks of D3-branes with corresponding supergravity solutions.

*Introduction to the ADS/CFT Correspondence - NASA/ADS* This is a pedagogical introduction to the ADS/CFT correspondence, based on lectures delivered by the author at the third idpasc school. Starting with the conceptual basis of the holographic dualities, the subject is developed emphasizing some concrete topics, which are discussed in detail. A very brief introduction to string theory is provided, containing the minimal ingredients to understand.

*From Gravity to Thermal Gauge Theories: the ADS/CFT* The ADS/CFT correspondence is a powerful tool in studying strongly coupled phenomena in gauge field theories, using results from a weakly coupled gravity background studied in the realm of string theory. ADS/CFT was first successfully applied to the study of phenomena such as the quark-gluon plasma produced in heavy ions collisions.

*FIS.Unipr* Introduction to the ADS/CFT correspondence Alberto Zanoni Universita di Milano-Bicocca and INFN, Sezione di Milano-Bicocca, Piazza della Scienza, 3; I-20126 Milano, Italy

*Introduction to the ADS/CFT Correspondence* Introduction to the ADS/CFT correspondence E.T. Akhmedov Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics Moscow, 117259, B. Cheremushkinskaya, 25. and University of British Columbia 6224 Agricultural Rd, Vancouver BC, Canada, V6T 1Z1 Abstract this text is an attempt to give a pedagogical introduction to the ADS/CFT correspondence.

*Introduction to ADS/CFT Correspondence - CERN Document Server* Providing a pedagogical introduction to the rapidly developing field of ADS/CFT correspondence, this is one of the first texts to provide an accessible introduction to all the necessary concepts needed to engage with the methods, tools
and applications of ads/cft. without assuming anything beyond an introductory course in quantum field theory, it begins by guiding the reader through the basic

**introduction to the ads/cft correspondence - higgs centre** introduction to the ads/cft correspondence. abstract: i will give an introductory set of lectures on the ads/cft correspondence. the main focus is to understand how the ads/cft dictionary is derived from first principles. also, i will showcase how some apparent paradoxes for the consistency of the correspondence are resolved with modern quantum

**introduction to the ads/cft correspondence ebook by** providing a pedagogical introduction to the rapidly developing field of ads/cft correspondence, this is one of the first texts to provide an accessible introduction to all the necessary concepts needed to engage with the methods, tools and applications of ads/cft.

**introduction to the ads/cft correspondence: horatiu** introduction to ads/cft correspondence is a valuable addition to the small set of existing books on the topic.' alfonso v. ramallo, physics today &quot;a remarkably comprehensive introduction to an important subject, which should be accessible to those with some basic background in quantum field theory and general relativity.&quot;

**introduction to the ads/cft correspondence (e±±±£) providing a pedagogical introduction to the rapidly developing field of ads/cft correspondence, this is one of the first texts to provi de an accessible introduction to all the necessary concepts needed to engage with the methods, tools and applications of ads/cft.

**introduction to the ads/cft correspondence: amazon** introduction to ads/cft correspondence is a valuable addition to the small set of existing books on the topic.' alfonso v. ramallo, physics today book description. an innovative and accessible text that introduces all the necessary concepts needed to engage with the methods, tools, and applications of ads/cft correspondence, without assuming

**introduction to the ads/cft correspondence - horaiu nstase** introduction to ads/cft correspondence is a valuable addition to the small set of existing
books on the topic. Alfonso V. Ramallo, Physics Today. Horatiu Nastase is a researcher at the Institute for Theoretical Physics at the State University of São Paulo, Brazil. To date, his career has spanned four continents.

**Introduction to the Ads/Cft Correspondence (ebook, 2015)** Providing a pedagogical introduction to the rapidly developing field of Ads/Cft correspondence, this is one of the first texts to provide an accessible introduction to all the necessary concepts needed to engage with the methods, tools and applications of Ads/Cft. Without assuming anything beyond an introductory course in quantum field theory, it begins by guiding the reader through the basics.

**Introduction to the Ads/Cft Correspondence (book, 2015)** An innovative and accessible text that introduces all the necessary concepts needed to engage with the methods, tools, and applications of Ads/Cft correspondence, without assuming anything beyond a pedagogical and self-contained, it is an
excellent introduction for students and researchers across theoretical physics.

**introduction to the ads-cft conjecture from a gr perspective - lecture 4** speaker: toby wiseman (imperial college london, uk) ictp school on geometry and gravity | (smr 3311) 2019_07_25-14_15-smr33114.

**introduction to the ads-cft conjecture from a gr perspective - lecture 3** speaker: toby wiseman (imperial college london, uk) ictp school on geometry and gravity | (smr 3311) 2019_07_24-09_30-smr33114.

**introduction to the ads-cft correspondence - iopscience** these are introductory notes on the anti-de sitter-conformal field theory (ads-cft) correspondence. we discuss the basic properties of the duality known as ads-cft. we mainly focus on the most famous example, ads 5 × s 5. we also discuss the case of nonconformal theories (finite-temperature theories).

**the ads/cft correspondence: classical, quantum, and** chapter 3 begins with an introduction to the matrix model of m-theory, and specifically to the plane-wave matrix model. the original work of the author [108] concerning the deconfinement phase transition found in this model is presented in section 3.3. chapter 4 begins with a brief introduction to the wilson loop in the ads/cft correspondence. in

**theoretical particle physics - sissa** introduction: what is ads/cft? large n limit; conformal symmetry; primary fields, correlation functions, ope; superconformal algebras; anti-de-sitter space; penrose diagrams; 4d n=4 sym and strings on ads 5 × s 5; the holographic dictionary; field/operator map; correlation functions; anomalies; holographic renormalization; weyl

**introduction to the ads cft correspondence** introduction to the ads/cft correspondence in this talk we give a brief introduction to the ads/cft correspondence, describe some tests, and mention some recent developments. invited talk at susy'02, desy, hamburg, june 17-23, 2002. introduction the ads/cft correspondence is one of the most significant results that string theory has
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